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We propose a simple model for the kinetics of packaging of viral DNA into a capsid against an external force
trying to prevent it. The model leads to a Butler-Volmer-type dependence of the rate of packaging on the
pulling forceF.
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Recently, in a very interesting experiment@1#, the rate of
packaging of a long viral DNA into a capsid by means of t
portal complex, under the influence of an external force t
ing to prevent the packaging has been studied~see Fig. 1!.
The force-velocity (F2n) curves show that packaging ra
decreases even for small forces, implying that the ra
determining step in the packaging is affected by the ex
nally applied force. Using a Kramer’s-type model, involvin
steps that involve thermal activation over a barrier, the
perimental data was fitted assuming two force-depend
steps. The first involves a conformational change of only
nm and is the rate-determining step for small forces.
higher forces, the velocity is found to decrease more sha
and it was suggested that the second step, which has a l
conformational change associated with it, becomes the r
limiting step. In the following, we present a simple theor
ical model for theF2n curves, which seems to fit the da
reasonably well. In our model, there is only one step in
activation process, and we include the possibility of the
verse process too. Interestingly the model leads to a form
analogous to the Butler-Volmer equation of electrochemis
A mechanism consistent with the structure of the packag
motor, determined from x-ray crystallography has been s
gested@2#. According to this, the packaging involves succe
sive firing of five ATPases in the portal complex. The h
drolysis of one adenosine triphosphate~ATP! molecule leads
to a movement of two base pairs of the DNA into the caps
To analyze the process, using the methods of physical ki
ics, we need to have an idea of of the potential-energy
face for the processes, and of the transition state. Here,
most convenient to take the reaction coordinate to be
length of the DNA molecule inside the capsid, which w
shall denote asx. Every increase inx by a(56.8 Å) involves
the hydrolysis of one ATP molecule. This hydrolysis
coupled mechanically to the movement of the DNA, throu
the ATPase. Therefore, asx changes bya, there is a lowering
of net free energy of the system.

A free-energy profile for the process, against the reac
coordinate~x! is shown in Fig. 2. Each minimum~A,B,C! in
the curve is an initial state for the packaging of two mo
base pairs, and has one ATP molecule, ready to be hy
lyzed. In going from A to B, the ATP is hydrolyzed to ad
enosine diphosphate~ADP! ~leading to a lowering of free
energy! and two base pairs have been packed in. At B,
ADP is got rid of, and another ATP is attached~not to the
same ATPase, see Ref.@2#! and then the system goes ov
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from B to C. The experiments are done under saturat
concentration of ATP. Hence, ATP attachment is not the ra
determining step.

The transition state is at a distance ofDx from A. To
reach it in the presence of an external forceF, an extra work
of FDx is required. Therefore the rate of the forward pr
cess, in the presence of the force is given
n0 f exp(2FDx/kT), wheren0 f is the rate in the absence of th
external force. The rate of the backward reaction is, in
similar fashion, given byn0b exp@F(a2Dx)/kT#, where a
56.8 Å. Hence, the net rate isn5n0 f exp(2Faa/kT)
2n0b exp@Fa(12a)/kT#, wherea5Dx/a. Using this expres-
sion, we have fitted theF2n curves in Ref.@1# and the
results are shown in Fig. 3. The equation seems to fit the
fairly well. Reference @1# assumes two different rate
determining steps, operating at different force strengths. F
ther, they have four unknown parameters which are used
fitting. In comparison, in our mechanism, there is only o
~reversible step! and three parameters. Interestingly, t
above equation is very similar to the Butler-Volmer equati
of electrochemistry@3#, in which the forceF plays a role
similar to the overpotential, anda is the analog of the sym
metry factor. We have used the equation to fit the data us
MATHEMATICA . At 1/3 packing the best fit is obtained for th
parametersDx50.769 Å, n0 f5100.754 base pairs per se
ond ~bp/s! and n0b58.70431023 bp/s with an error of
61.16 bp/s. For 2/3 packing, the best-fit parameters w
Dx50.989 Å, n0 f582.859 bp/s, and n0b54.556
31022 bp/s with an error of61.63 bp/s. However, it seem
best to interpretDx as perhaps a structural parameter, ind

FIG. 1. Packaging of the DNA into the capsid against an ex
nal forceF trying to prevent it.
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pendent of the amount of packing. Therefore, we fitted
two cases with the same value ofDx and this lead toDx
50.802 Å and n0 f5101.980 bp/s and n0b58.469
31023 bp/s with an error of61.30 bp/s for the 1/3 packing
and n0 f577.753 bp/s andn0b54.85031022 bp/s with an
error of 62.52 bp/s for the 2/3 packing. The results for th
case are shown in the Fig. 3. We used this fitting to calcu

FIG. 2. Free-energy profile for the packaging.x denotes the
length of the DNA that has been packaged. The packaging
lengtha corresponds to going from A to B~or B to C! and involves
the hydrolysis of one ATP molecule. As more and more DNA g
packed in the oscillations in the free-energy profile would decre
and the profile would get flatter and flatter.
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the force at which the packaging rate would become zero
we find that the values are 56.85 and 44.65pN, respec-
tively, at the two packings. The difference is 12.2pN, which
is to be compared with the value of 14pN of @1#.
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FIG. 3. Packaging raten against the force. The best fit wa
obtained usingMATHEMATICA . A value ofDx50.802 Å leads to the
best results. At 1/3 packing this we getn0 f5101.980 base pairs pe
second ~bp/s! and n0b58.46931023 bp/s with an error of
61.30 bp/s andn0 f577.753 bp/s andn0b54.85031022 bp/s
with an error of62.52 bp/s for the 2/3 packing.
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